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Abstract

Exploiting the concepts of social networking represents
a novel approach to the approximate similarity query
processing. We present a metric social network where
relations between peers, giving similar results, are estab-
lished on per-query basis. Based on the universal law
of generalization, a new query forwarding algorithm is
proposed. The same principle is used to manage query
histories of individual peers with the possibility to tune the
tradeoff between the extent of the history and the level of
the query-answer approximation. All algorithms are tested
on real data and real network of computers.

I.. Introduction

Current data processing applications use data with
considerably less structure and pose much less precise
queries than traditional database systems. Examples are
multimedia (images or videos), biochemical and medical
data. Such data collections can neither be ordered in a
canonical manner nor meaningfully searched by precise
database queries that would return exact matches.

This novel situation is what has given rise to similarity
searching, also referred to as content-based retrieval. The
most general approach to similarity search, still allowing
construction of index structures, is modeled as a metric
space. Many index structures were developed and surveyed
recently [1]. Due to the massive growth of volume of
digital data, we need efficient tools for searching in such
archives. The latest efforts in this area concentrate on: (1)
structured peer-to-peer networks [2] and (2) unstructured
or self-organized networks. In this paper, we focus on
the second approach which emerges from the notion of
social network. A social network is a term that is used in
sociology since the 1950s and refers to a social structure
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of individuals, related either directly or indirectly to each
other through a common relation or interest. Using this
notion, our approach places the peers of a network in
the role of individuals in a social network and creates
relationships among them according to the similarity of the
particular peer’s data. The query processing then represents
the search for a community of individuals, i.e., peers
having similar data. This concept is closely related to
semantic overlay networks [3] which relate peers in the
network semantically. One can view semantics as a way of
expressing similarity. Semantic overlays are defined over
an existing P2P network, so they can exploit properties
of the underlying network, such as navigation. Unlike the
usual access structures that retrieve a total answer to each
query, these approaches try to retrieve thesubstantial part
of the answer yet withpartial costs compared to the usual
(complete) query processing.

In this paper, we address the major disadvantages of
the metric social network [4], i.e., the poor behavior in
larger P2P networks. The contributions of this paper are:
(1) extending the concept ofconfusability, (2) adaptive
navigation algorithm, and (3) managing the query history.

A.. Related Work

P2P networks were traditionally used for file-sharing
(Napster, Gnutella, Freenet). Semantic overlays created
upon an ordinary P2P network connect semantically sim-
ilar peers via relationships in order to route queries effi-
ciently or to speed up files downloading. Tribler is a repre-
sentative of an overlay for file sharing. Indexing documents
by terms or keywords is used in PROSA, Jin et al. [5],
SempreX, 6S [6] and Routing Index. Resource Document
Format (RDF) as a model is used in REMINDIN, INGA
and GridVine. Linari et al. [7] uses language models.
PARIS defines a schema of peers’ data. A concise survey
of semantic overlay networks from different perspectives
given as a tutorial is available in [3]. These systems relate
peers according to the global knowledge inferred from the
whole data content in the peer or according to the results
returned by a specific query. Most systems are based on



the former approach. The latter alternative allows the ties
to be more semantically related, so the navigation can be
more effective. REMINDIN, INGA as well as our metric
social network exploit this strategy.

We model data as a metric space, so our approach is
generic and can be applied to a variety of application
domains ranging from pure keyword search to image or
video retrieval. In metric spaces, the social (semantic)
connections in the network created from semantic close-
ness of whole peer’s data are very rough even if the data
collection is clustered and distributed over peers. Thus,
navigation algorithms would visit almost every peer by
following these connections. Again, in our approach we
define connections related to individual queries.

II.. Metric Social Network

The Metric Social Network (mSN) is a P2P network
where peers are directly linked if they are semantically
similar with respect to a certain query. By the query
we assume a range query as defined in a metric space
M = (D, d), i.e., R(q, r) = {o|o ∈ D, d(o, q) ≤ r}.
In particular, each peer maintains a list of queries it has
asked or answered, calledthe query history. The history
represents the peer’s knowledge about the network and
is exploited by a navigation algorithm. Every query in
the query history has associated an acquaintance and a
list of friends. The acquaintance (week tie) is the peer
returning the best answer to the specific query. Whereas
the friends (strong ties) are the peers which contributed
to the query answer significantly, i.e., maintaining similar
data. An example of mSN is provided in Figure 1a. The
acquaintance and the friendship ties are depicted as dashed
and solid lines, respectively. The ties are created based on
sub-answers of peers that were asked to evaluate a query.
Assume that the peersP1, P2 and P3 responded to the
query Q5 with nine, one and eight objects, respectively.
The peersP1 andP3 will become friends, whileP1 will be
the acquaintance. The friends will store the query with the
acquaintance tie and the friend ties. The query issuing peer
stores the query with the acquaintance only unless it has
been identified as one of the friends. Figure 1b shows the
network status after evaluatingQ5. Detailed specification
of the mSN is available in [4].

A.. Adaptive Search Algorithm

The query processing using the social network follows
the common world concepts for searching. The peerPstart

initiates a queryQ. In its query history, it finds thetemplate
query Qt which is the most similar query toQ. The query
Q is forwarded to the acquaintancePacq retrieved from
Qt. The contacted peerPacq repeats the same procedure

Fig. 1. Metric Social Network: (a) before and
(b) after processing the query Q5.

asPstart and forwardsQ further if the next peer’s quality
is higher than the quality ofPacq. The definition of peer’s
quality is available in [8]. Notice that in each query-
forwarding step a different template query can be used.
When the best acquaintancePbest is found, it evaluates
the queryQ and returns its answer toPstart. ThenPbest

asks all friends associated with the current template query
to answer the queryQ as well and it returns the sub-answer
back toPstart. Eventually,Pstart analyzes the results and
identifies the acquaintance and friends which will store the
queryQ in their query histories.

In this paper, we propose a new search algorithm which
allows to use more template queries for query forwarding
when the new query is not very similar to any query
in the query history. Thus, this algorithm can adapt to
unknown queries fast by flooding the network more. The
number of template queries used is inversely proportional
to the value ofconfusability. On no account, we use
more than five template queries at a time. By utilizing the
generalized universal law of generalization [9], we define
the confusability of two queries as a weighted sum of
a distance similarityD, an intersection of query regions
I and a temporal aspectT : Confusability(Q, Qt) =
wD · D(Q, Qt) + wI · I(Q, Qt) + wT · T (Q, Qt).

B.. Managing the Query History

We also introduce the query history management proce-
dure which optimizes the content of query history. When
a new query has been inserted into the query history,
existing queries are checked whether they are replaceable
by the new query. If such queries exist, they get simply
deleted. The decision process is based on the confusability
again, however, the temporal aspect is used inversely –
the older the query is, the higher the probability to be
replaced. To distinguish this view from the confusability
used in searching, we definereplaceability of two queries
as follows: Replaceability(Q, Qt) = wD · D(Q, Qt) +
wI · I(Q, Qt)+wT · (1−T (Q, Qt)). The algorithm of the
query-history management is specified in [8].
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Fig. 2. Values of recall and costs (left) and the
lengths of peers’ query histories (right).

III.. Experimental Results

In this section, we present an experimental evaluation
of the proposed adaptive navigation algorithm along with
managing the query history. The experiments have been
conducted on two real-life datasets containing 200,000
three and forty five dimensional vectors which represent
extracted color image features. We present results obtained
by experimenting on the 3-D dataset only because the
results for the other dataset were very much alike.

We have investigated average values of recall and costs
obtained by executing test series (consisting of twenty
range queries with randomly picked objects and the radii
fixed) for one-hundred times. The costs represent the ratio
between the number of accessed peers and the number of
all peers in the network. The evolution of the metric social
network is ensured by executing a batch of 150 random
queries between individual runs of test series.

In Figure 2a, at the beginning, the recall was 50%
although the navigating algorithm contacted more than
40% of all peers in the network. After several iterations,
the social information was updated and the confusability
values increased, so the flooding of the network was de-
creased automatically. Finally, after all iterations, therecall
values reached 95% while the searching costs decreased to
7%. Figure 2b describes the evolution of lengths of peers’
query histories. We set the maximum limit of the length of
peers’ histories to 100. If the length on a peer is exceeded,
the oldest query is removed. Curves labeled withMin100,
Max100 andAvg100 represent the minimum, maximum
and average length of peer’s history. In early stages (first
twenty iterations), the social information was poor, so the
peers’ histories grew rapidly – new queries were inserted
and none got deleted because of low values of both the
confusability and replaceability. Next, the length of query
histories became saturated and the replaceability function
instructed the query management algorithm to supersede
some template queries. Such a hard limit had surprisingly
no impact on the recall values in comparison with an
experiment without any limit set.

IV.. Concluding Remarks and Future Work

We have proposed two algorithms which address two
drawbacks of the metric social network – namely the
navigation algorithm which limited exploration of the net-
work and the ever-growing query history which contained
also obsolete items. The principles of these algorithms are
based on thelaw of generalization formed in theconfus-
ability measure. The presented experiment trails confirm
suitability and auspiciousness of such advances. In our
system, we have no automatic exploration implemented, no
background actions are done by peers automatically, and
peers do not exchange any profiles about their data but the
query results during querying. A future research challenge
is to study the behavior of the metric social network when
the data change in terms of adding or deleting data items
but also in terms of joining two distinct networks. We also
plan to verify the metric social network properties on large-
scale networks consisting of thousands of peers.
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